
MUA Checklist

May 3rd, 2015 from 2pm-5pm (We will start promptly. Doors will open at 1:45pm.)

Thank you! 
Thank you for registering for the 1st annual Gracing Faces MUA Workshop. This hands-on 
workshop will cater to your level of makeup artistry no matter where you are in the game - be-
ginner to professional. It will be very educational, yet inviting to your beauty questions and con-
cerns. Most importantly, you’ll get my insight on how professionalism plays a role in your suc-
cess while getting your hands dirty learning the essence of gracing any face. 

Sponsors
I’m so grateful to announce that this event has some amazing sponsors which include Nakia 
Beauty, BMB Cosmetics and LA Colors. Each company will supply some goodies for us to dive 
into during the workshop. I’m so excited!

MUA Checklist
Below, I’ve put together a checklist for your kit that will maximize your success during this expe-
rience. This list includes some high-end products I love and some effective and affordable prod-
ucts that give you just as flawless results. Use what works for you. If you are a beginner, this list 
is a great guide for you to start building your kit. If you’re intermediate to pro, then you can use 
this to check off your essentials.

If you have a travel makeup chair and travel lights that you use, please feel free to bring it. Oh, 
and don’t forget your model!  



Gracing Faces MUA Workshop Checklist
Tools Brushes I think the perfect set is by Jessup. They have both a 15 piece 

and 10 piece set. Purchase these from ebay.com. I also love 
Real Techniques and Bdellium Tools. 

Cape Used to drape your client and product their clothes.

Beauty blender sponge Optional

Towel I use a towel to lay and clean my brushes on. It doesn’t have 
to be a huge body towel! A medium size towel is good 
enough.

Sharpener You will especially need it for your lip pencils.

Kleenex and Paper 
Towels

Have whole and cut paper towels. Cut your paper towels in 
quarters.

Makeup Wipes Walmart Equal brand is great!

Lip Wands I usually order these from Ebay, but Q-tips will work, too.

Wedge Sponges The CVS wedge sponges are my favorite.

Brow Shaper

Small scissors and 
tweezers

Usually for trimming lashes

Cotton Balls and Q-tips

Brush Cleaner I use 91-99% alcohol and Parian Spirit for a quick clean.

Hand Sanitizer

Hair clips

Mixing palette and 
spatula

Used for sanitary purposes. I use the spatula to dig out 
concealers and then place it on the mixing palette.

Eyes Eyelid Primer This product keeps shadows from creasing. My staple is 
Urban Decay’s Primer Potion - the original purple tube.

Eyeshadow Base These come in different colors. Examples of this is the NYX 
Jumbo Pencils or the Maybelline 24hr Color Tattoos.

Eyeshadow Palette Palettes that have a mix of both matte and shimmer shadows 
will give you the perfect balance. You can always use 
drugstore palettes by NYX or Maybelline. You don’t have to 
go with a lot of bright colors. Neutrals are just fine.

Eyeliner I use both pencil and gel liner.

Mascara Voluminous mascara is my fav. 

http://ebay.com


Mascara Spoolies/
Wands

Great for sanitary purposes

Lashes Don’t pay more than $1.99 for lashes. Find these at your local 
beauty supply store.

Lash glue

Brows Brow Tool There are many options. I will use a brow pencil before 
choosing powder or pomade. So it’s whatever floats your 
boat!

Brow Spoolie They look like mascara wands. Sometimes they tend to have 
a double head with a brush on the other end.

Brow Tint/Set This usually comes in different shades of brown. ELF has this 
as well as many other drugstore brands, but lately I’ve been 
using the one by MAC in Boy/Girl and Quiet Brunette. 

Face

Face Moisturizer Cater to your client’s skincare needs based on their skintype.

Face Primer Cater to your client’s skincare needs based on their skintype.

Foundation My staple is MAC Studio Fix Fluid. When I started, I built my 
kit with Revlon Colorstay and L’oreal Truematch.

Concealer My go to concealer is MAC Studio Finish Concealer. The NYX 
Correct Conceal and Contour Palette that comes in Light, 
Medium and Dark is a great dupe. You can find this at your 
local beauty supply, Target, or Ulta.

Contouring cream 
shades

You can use deeper-toned concealers. I like using the darker 
shades of Black Opal Foundation Sticks.

Face Setting and 
Contour powder

I use MAC mineralize skin finish natural powders.

Undereye setting 
powder

LA Colors loose powder (light) is my favorite. It’s very 
comparable to the Ben Nye Banana Powder. You will also 
need a warmer loose powder for warmer skintones.

Blush The blushes by La Femme cosmetics are great and 
affordable, as well as those by NYX Cosmetics.

Setting Spray My favorite is by Scandinavia but others from NYX, Urban 
Decay, etc will work as well.

Lips Lip Wands I usually order these from Ebay, but Q-tips will work, too.

Lip Stick/Gloss Our sponsors will provide this, but I love drugstore lipsticks 
and glosses.
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